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Objectives/Hypothesis: Various invasive and noninvasive registration methods have been established in the past for intraoperative navigation. The present study compared the registration and navigation accuracy of three different registration modalities in anatomical locations of special interest for ear, nose, and throat surgery.

Study Design: Prospective experimental phantom study.

Methods: Four skull models were individually fabricated with a three-dimensional printer based on the patient’s computed tomography data sets and fitted with an individual customized silicone skin. Three different registration modalities were examined: 1) invasive marker (IM), 2) oral splint (OS), and 3) laser scan (L). Accuracy measurements were assessed by targeting 26 titanium screws placed over the skull. The overall accuracy and the target registration error for eight selected anatomical locations were measured.

Results: Mean accuracy was 0.67 ± 0.1 mm (quadratic mean ± standard deviation) for IM, 0.98 ± 0.16 mm for OS, and 1.3 ± 0.12 mm for L. The greatest differences in accuracy were found on the mastoid with best accuracy for IM (0.59 ± 0.2 mm; \( P < .05 \) vs. OS and L), followed by OS (1.23 ± 0.41 mm; \( P < .05 \) vs. L), and L (1.88 ± 0.45 mm). In contrast, only small differences in accuracy were detected in the anterior skull base between the registration modalities (IM 0.75 ± 0.21 mm, OS 0.71 ± 0.27 mm, L 0.93 ± 0.34 mm).

Conclusions: L and OS meet accuracy requirements in the midface and anterior skull base. OS is superior to L with navigation accuracies comparable to marker registration. However, neither method meets the high precision requirements for lateral skull base surgery.

INTRODUCTION

Intraoperative navigation is a widespread tool in head and neck surgery. There has been continuous further development since the simultaneous introduction of frameless stereotaxy in Germany, Japan, and the United States in 1986. Today, various different detection systems based on optical, electromechanical, electromagnetic, or ultrasound measurements are available.

In 2002, the American Academy of Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery published recommendations for the intraoperative use of computer-aided surgery (CAS) in selected cases. Examples of indications in which CAS may be deemed appropriate include: revision sinus surgery; distorted sinus anatomy (of development, postoperative, or traumatic origin); extensive sinonasal polyposis; pathology involving the frontal, posterior ethmoid, and sphenoid sinuses; disease abutting the skull base, orbit, optic nerve or carotid artery; cerebrospinal fluid rhinorrhea or conditions where there is a skull base defect; and benign and malignant sinonasal neoplasm.

In clinical application, the navigation systems reach navigation accuracies with target registration errors (TRE) between 0.5 and 2.77 mm, depending on the registration method and the surgical field and are considered to be a helpful tool by most of the surgeons. The use of CAS has proved its worth particularly in primary and revision sinus surgery.
Problems concerning appropriate referenciation and registration modalities with sufficient navigation accuracy occur when using CAS on the lateral skull base. This is a crucial problem, because maximum accuracy is required in lateral skull base surgery due to complex anatomic structures that are difficult to identify.

Most studies examine only one referenciation or registration modality.\textsuperscript{7–10} Other publications only focus on overall navigation accuracy; differences in accuracy on specific anatomic locations are often not taken into consideration.\textsuperscript{10,11} Therefore, a comparison among different studies often fails because of different experimental set-ups with different navigation systems and measuring methods.

The present study compares the gold standard registration with invasive makers with noninvasive laser surface scanning and noninvasive registration with an oral splint. A skull fixed reference array was used for referenciation. This is the first experimental study that uses different individual skull phantoms based on patients’ computed tomography (CT) data sets and that simulates the patients’ skin with individual silicone masks.

\textbf{MATERIALS AND METHODS}

Four individual skull models were fabricated with the help of a three-dimensional printer (Spectrum Z510; Z Corp., Burlington, MA) based on CT scans of real patients. The skull models consisted of a special mixture of powder, binder, and infiltrant for strong, high-definition parts (ZP130/ZB7/Z-Bond 101; Z Corp.). All skulls were fitted with a specially customized silicone skin with an individual surface as used by makeup artists in the theater (Fig. 1). The fabrication of the individual silicone skin was fictitious and unaware of the facial contours of real patients. Finally, all skulls were prepared in the same standardized manner by applying 26 titanium screws (length, 5/17 mm; diameter, 1 mm; square cavity, 1 mm; Stryker-Leibinger, Freiburg, Germany) bilaterally distributed over the skull at predetermined anatomical locations. To guarantee precise marker positioning in the anterior and lateral skull base, a part of the cranium was left open during fabrication (Fig. 2). The screws served as target fiducials to determine the TRE. In the setting of invasive fiducial marker registration, four of the 26 titanium screws were defined as registration fiducials. The registration fiducials were located frontoparietal and retroauricular.

Oral silicone splints were fabricated in the dental laboratory of the Department of Craniofacial Surgery, Albert-Ludwigs-University Medical School, Freiburg, Germany. Four titanium screws were placed in alternate order in the oral splint and served as registration fiducials (Fig. 3).

Each of the individually fabricated skull models underwent CT scan (Somatom Sensation 16; Siemens AG, Munich, Germany) with a slice thickness of 1 mm, gantry 0°, resolution (X × Y) 512 × 512, and pixel size (mm) 0.396 × 0.396. The DICOM data were imported into the navigation software (PatXfer 5.2; BrainLAB AG, Feldkirchen, Germany) and all titanium screws were marked in the coronal, axial, and sagittal slices with a special software program (iPlan Cranial 2.5; BrainLAB AG) (Fig. 4). Vector Vision (BrainLAB AG) was used as the navigation system.

Navigation measurements were made in the operating room by positioning the skull in a rubber ring on the operating table in a standardized manner. The skull reference array (SRA) was screwed into the skull closely behind the frontal hairline, comparable to clinical conditions (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). The registration procedure was repeated five times per skull. After each registration, each target fiducial was actuated.
five times with the navigation pointer. The experiments were carried out by two independent operators.

Three different registration modalities were compared in the study: 1) the registration with invasive fiducials (skull reference array/invasive marker, SRA/IM), which was defined as the gold standard; 2) oral splint registration (skull reference array/oral splint, SRA/OS) (Fig. 3); and 3) laser surface registration (skull reference array/laser, SRA/L) (Fig. 5).

Measurements were taken by placing the navigation pointer on the target fiducial in the squared cavity of each titanium screw (Fig. 5). With regard to target fiducials affixed to the skull base (ethmoid sinus, sphenoid sinus, clivus, internal auditory canal), exact positioning of the pointer was guaranteed by an aperture in the calvarium. The virtual and the real coordinates of each fiducial (x, y, z coordinates) were displayed by the navigation system. The Euclidian distance could then be calculated for each target fiducial, which is consistent with the TRE $d(x, y, z) = \sqrt{\Delta x^2 + \Delta y^2 + \Delta z^2}$.

Data are expressed as quadratic mean values (mm) ± standard deviation (mm). Statistical analysis was performed with a Tukey test and variance analysis. A probability $P < .05$ was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

The mean accuracy (with respect to all 26 titanium screws) was $0.67 \pm 0.11$ mm (quadratic mean ± SD) for registration with invasive markers, $0.98 \pm 0.16$ mm for oral splint registration, and $1.3 \pm 0.12$ mm for laser surface scanning (Fig. 6). The mean TRE of pair-point registration (PPR) with invasive marker registration was significantly lower than the mean TRE of PPR with oral splint ($P < .05$), and laser surface scanning ($P < .05$) (Fig. 6). A statistically significant difference of mean accuracy could also be detected between oral splint registration and registration by laser surface scanning ($0.98 \pm 0.16$ mm vs. $1.3 \pm 0.12$ mm, $P < .05$) (Fig. 6).

TREs on selected locations of special interest for the ear, nose, and throat (ENT) surgeon are given in Figure 7. Mean values for invasive marker registration showed the lowest TRE in nearly all locations, but no statistically significant differences could be found between the three registration methods in the anterior skull base (frontal sinus and ethmoid sinus) (Fig. 7).

In all other locations, invasive marker registration was found to be significantly superior to laser surface registration ($P < .05$) but not to oral splint registration with the exception of the mastoid. On the one hand, the mastoid was the location with the biggest differences in mean accuracy ($0.59 \pm 0.20$ vs. $1.23 \pm 0.41$ vs. $1.88 \pm 0.45$ mm), and on the other hand, the only location at which the accuracy of invasive marker registration was significantly better than the oral splint registration ($P < .05$) (Fig. 7).
Accuracy of laser surface scan registration showed the highest TRE in most locations. Compared to oral splint registration, laser surface scan registration was statistically significantly worse on maxillary sinus, sphenoid sinus, clivus, and mastoid ($P < .05$) (Fig. 7).

**DISCUSSION**

Regardless of the diversity of referenciacion and registration modalities, a navigation system has to meet certain demands. It should be of assistance to the surgeon and increase efficacy and safety.$^{1,5}$ In ENT surgery a frameless navigation system that allows unimpeded head movement is necessary. The use of a navigation system helps to avoid wide-open surgery and facilitates minimally invasive procedures. Therefore, high system accuracy in the 1.0 to 2.0 mm range is mandatory for rhinologic procedures.$^{12}$ In the clinical setting, the achievable TRE ranges from 0.5 to 2.77 mm.$^{2–5}$ In lateral skull base surgery, navigation accuracy should be even <1 mm due to its complex anatomic structure.$^{13}$ Particularly in some high-precision surgery, for example, cochlear implant surgery in malformed temporal bone, where an accuracy of 0.5 mm or less is desirable.

Clinical studies have shown that available navigation systems meet most of these requirements, but there is considerable variation in navigation accuracy depending on different anatomic regions and different registration modalities.$^{3,4}$

From this point of view, it is important to show what type of navigation system and registration method is sufficient in which regions, and where an improvement of navigation technique is required. The present study compared the overall accuracy and the accuracy in different surgical fields using three different registration modalities.

For the first time, investigations were made with the help of individually fabricated skull models based on CT scans of real patients. The use of cadavers could be avoided, and unlike industrially manufactured skull models, which were used in other studies,$^{1,7}$ our custom-made skulls differed from each other in size and anatomy, comparable to human beings.

Although skull fabrication requires time and money, the models are durable and can be used at any time. Additionally, the skull models were provided with an individual silicone mask for skin simulation. The skulls had a realistic facial outline with nose and cheek, which
is of special interest for laser surface registration. With this setup, we achieved a registration situation that is very close to the real procedure and the intraoperative circumstances during patient registration. However, the influence on navigation accuracy of skin surface alterations caused by edema, tumor, or skin turgor could not be imitated by this method.

Currently available registration modalities include PPR with invasive (titanium screws) and noninvasive...
markers (skin affixed markers, anatomic landmarks), registration with the help of dental splints, or laser surface scanning.

In the present study, invasive titanium screws were used for registration because this represents the gold standard of pair-point registration yielding the highest navigation accuracy.\textsuperscript{6,10} Registration with anatomic landmarks has already been investigated in several studies showing that registration with bony landmarks generates results that are less exact in comparison with other noninvasive registration techniques.\textsuperscript{5,14} Therefore, in the present study we deliberately focused on localization-specific exactness of the most reliable noninvasive registration methods in targets of lateral and frontal skull base, and decided to include oral splint and laser registration (which are both routinely available at our institution) into our study, but not registration by anatomic landmarks.

**Invasive Marker Registration**

Registration with invasive fiducials offers maximum accuracy and is still regarded as the gold standard.\textsuperscript{6,10} The titanium screws utilized are easily detectable on CT scan and on the patient. Their application is independent of patient’s dentition or of surface alteration due to trauma, swelling, or tumor. However, the screws must be placed before the CT scan, which includes discomfort for the patient and might require a second scan in some cases.

Because titanium screws offer the possibility of exact and rigid positioning and can be precisely actuated with the navigation pointer, we also used them as target fiducials for accuracy measurements in our study. The cavity in the middle of the screw minimized measurement errors due to the possibility of exact fiducial marking in the navigation software and during screw actuation with the navigation pointer.

We took four titanium screws for registration and placed them bilaterally in retroauricular and parietal position in the hairline and obtained high overall accuracy of 0.67 mm comparable to the results of Luebbers et al.\textsuperscript{15} Other experimental studies using invasive marker registration reported registration accuracies with different navigation systems between 1.00 and 1.34 mm\textsuperscript{10} and 0.3 and 1.8 mm.\textsuperscript{11} All authors reported higher navigation accuracy with invasive marker registration compared to noninvasive anterior registration methods. Differences in overall accuracy among the studies might be explained by different number and arrangement of fiducials. In contrast to the studies cited above, in which invasive fiducials were placed in the midface, we focused on marker localizations that are cosmetically tolerable (behind the ear and behind the hairline), and therefore could be used in selected clinical cases where a maximum of navigation accuracy is mandatory. The fiducial arrangement and number was in accordance with the guidelines published by West and coworkers in 2001.\textsuperscript{16} The high accuracy of 0.56 mm at the mastoid in our study might be due to the proximity of the target fiducial on the mastoid to the registration fiducial positioned retroauricular.

**Oral Splint Registration**

An alternative noninvasive registration tool is the oral splint. Splints are mainly used in the field of oral and craniomaxillofacial surgery. They can be easily applied in a toothed maxilla and rapidly registered.\textsuperscript{7,10,17} If reregistration is necessary, the splint is available at any time.\textsuperscript{7,10,17} A dental laboratory is necessary for splint fabrication. Moreover, a second CT scan may be necessary in some cases, because the preoperative scan must be taken with the splint. There are two different types of oral splints. One type affixes only four to five registration fiducials.\textsuperscript{7,16,18} The other type, the so-called dental bite block, is usually provided with a greater number of registration fiducials and additionally affixes a reference star with the help of a frame.\textsuperscript{6,8}

In the present study we used an oral splint containing four alternating titanium screws. As previously reported, the splint is easy to handle and not prone to impairment, even in multiple registrations with removal and repositioning of the splint.\textsuperscript{7,18}

We measured a relatively high overall accuracy of 0.98 mm. Comparable average TREs are reported by Schramm et al.\textsuperscript{18} Luebbers et al. differentiated between periorbital, viscerocranium, and neurocranium regions with the best average TRE periorbitally of 1.1 mm, followed by 1.3 mm at the viscerocranium, and 2.3 mm at the neurocranium.\textsuperscript{15} In this study, 170 drilled holes with a diameter of >1 mm served as target fiducials and were distributed over the skull for regional precision assessment; specific anatomic locations were not examined.

Specific measurements on the lateral skull base are rare and show large accuracy variation, with a range between 0.73 and 3.31 mm.\textsuperscript{6–8} The large differences in accuracy probably are due to different experimental or clinical settings, distribution of the registration fiducials in the oral splint, and the position of the splint in relation to the reference system.

Based on our results, registration with an oral splint has to be considered as a reliable and reasonable alternative registration method to invasive marker registration even in many skull base procedures, whereby best possible fiducial placement is necessary. The oral splint may be sufficient even in the lateral skull base, but this depends on the procedure in question. In the temporomastoidal region, the accuracy of oral splint registration is comparatively low and does not meet high precision demands, for example, for cochlear implant surgery.

In the meantime, attempts are being made to facilitate oral splint fabrication by testing different materials.\textsuperscript{17} As a consequence, oral splints would become cheaper and fabrication could be done by the surgeon without time delay, which would facilitate routine application in ENT surgery.
**Laser Surface Registration**

Laser surface registration is nowadays a widespread tool especially in ENT surgery. It is a noninvasive registration method that uses the anatomy of the patient's head and face by scanning it with a laser beam. Therefore, the need for second planning imaging can be avoided.

The currently available systems are the Fazer, which acquires 300 points during a surface scan (StealthStation Treon; Medtronic, Inc. Minneapolis, MN) and the Z-Touch (BrainLAB AG, Feldkirchen, Germany) (200 points), which was used in our study. The producers of these products recommend scanning the skin of the midface to get best accuracy results.

Instead of periorbital and frontal registration areas, Marmulla et al. tested automated laser registration of the auricle with the aim of improving navigation accuracy in lateral skull base surgery. With this method, a mean TRE of 0.9 ± 0.3 mm periauricular was attained as long as the auricle was not deformed during CT imaging or laser scanning. Laser surface scanning with the Fazer reached accuracies about 1.8 mm in cadaver studies.\(^1\)

The mean accuracy value obtained by laser surface registration in our study is comparable to accuracies measured in previous experimental studies using the same navigation system.\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^6\)\(^7\)\(^8\)\(^9\)\(^10\)\(^11\) In the clinical setting mean accuracies with the Z-Touch of 2.4 mm\(^3\) and 2.77 mm\(^4\) have been reported. Accuracy on the basis of anatomic landmarks cannot be as precise as on the basis of screws, because the vast majority of landmarks are not exactly defined.

With regard to special anatomical locations in the field of ENT, the few studies that exist mainly performed accuracy measurements by actuating anatomical landmarks. Raabe et al. reported values between 5.0 and 1.9 mm on the nasion and between 10.3 and 0.8 on the external auditory canal.\(^3\) Schlaier et al. reported TRE of 2.61 ± 2.06 (distance to tragus), 2.19 ± 1.98 (distance to lateral canthus) and 2.77 ± 1.64 to any target fiducial.\(^4\) The imprecision of measurements on anatomical landmarks is due to imprecise actuation and is expressed in high standard deviations.

Our measurements on different anatomical locations are mainly consistent with those measured by Ledderose and coworkers.\(^5\) The better results at the internal auditory canal (1.09 mm vs. 1.76 petrous bone) are probably due to better actuation of the titanium screw through the opening of the calvarium in our study. We think that overall additional factors, such as, for example, position of the head to the reference star or position of the reference star to the camera, might influence measurement results and explain different values. These influencing variables were already discussed by Schlaier et al. in the clinical setting.\(^4\)

**CONCLUSION**

The aim of modern CAS must be the use of noninvasive registration methods. Laser surface scanning and oral splint registration, which have the advantage of being noninvasive, show acceptable accuracies in the midface and anterior skull base, but do not meet high precision requirements in distinct regions of the lateral skull base. Laser surface scanning is a noninvasive registration alternative for sinus surgery, but possible loss in accuracy has to be considered due to skin surface alterations. Oral splint registration is very accurate in the midface and anterior skull base, comparable to invasive marker registration, but beyond its weakness on the lateral skull, it cannot be applied in toothless patients. So, an alternative noninvasive method for high-precision registration, especially for lateral skull base surgery, should be developed.
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